Agarwal Movers & Packers Ltd. – Ozonetel Case Study


45% business growth year on year




Not missing any incoming calls

Can monitor campaigns and take optimised marketing decisions

“Agarwal Movers & Packers Ltd.’ core expertise is to help move people and their goods. Our
expertise does not lie in running a customer support center which requires technology experts and
huge capital investments. We opted for Ozonetel which is managing our voice communication for
the last 48 months. We find the platform stable which leaves me carefree not worrying about voice
communications and thus allowing me to invest time in other areas of my business”, said Navneet
Agarwal, Director IT, Agarwal Movers and Packers.

Business Challenge: Agarwal Movers and Packers Limited (AMPL) in 2012 had 68 branches
across the country. Each branch had a local number – this local number was marketed across
hoardings, pamphlets and other marketing campaigns. The calls would come of which some would
be addressed and the rest were getting missed. There was noone manning the number – resulting in
missed call = missed business lead/opportunity. Today, AMPL has 100 centers – it would take
AMPL to hire a minimum team of three people to manage each calling number. This meant hiring
300 people across 100 centers in dispersed locations. This meant a huge cost along with the
challenges of managing:
- people with different skill sets
- training them
- calls not centralised
- managing the SLAs

Investing in Cloud platform for Voice Communications: End of 2012, AMPL received a
direct mailer about solutions on the Cloud which got them curious to know more about the solution
from Ozonetel. When they understood the solution and how it could help their business, they
immediately showed keen interest to adopt it. AMPL has been working with Ozonetel since
November 2012 and with a robust and stable infrastructure, AMPL has been able to handle calls in
peak load.

AMPL solution from Ozonetel: A customer can call on any of the 68 numbers (one number
with STD code for each city) – all these calls land in a 24x7 centralised centre in Delhi. With this
solution, the Service Level Agreement (SLA) on all calls is consistent. The calls are also being
monitored for training purpose. The numbers are divided on the Ozonetel platform in four sectors –
North, South, East and West. The call coming from a particular sector gets intelligently routed to the
respective agent in the region which means that they can speak to the caller in the local regional
language besides Hindi and English.
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Once the call comes in, the support team gets all required customer details which it captures in the
CRM solution – addressing all customer queries as well as booking a ‘local survey’ time to share a
commercial quote.
The local sales team gets customer details from the CRM, makes a visit to the customer, enters the
details in the CRM and the next steps for closing the deal. There is an internal SLA from receiving a
lead to the time it getting serviced. In case it does not meet the SLA, a red flag shows up in the CRM
system making sure AMPL maintains the SLA and show quality service to the customer.

Ozonetel Impact:
-

-

Business growth by 45% YOY
Not missing any customer leads
Get Business Analytics
o Depending on customer leads – invest in increasing the team
o Intelligent/ Informed media planning – have a control on which campaign has run
successfully and which media to use depending on the calls received
No capital expenditure in technology and and no investment in any team to manage the
solution

Next steps: AMPL is moving to mobility – investing in tablets to help the sales team to perform
better.
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